
Comments for the Discussion on World Soil Day 2017 

 

Russia stands for close international cooperation to conserve and sustainably use soils as 

the fundamental element for agricultural productivity and preservation of a traditional way of 

life in the countryside. Therefore, we welcome initiatives dedicated to raising awareness and 

taking concrete action on tackling land degradation and promoting the use of soils to ensure 

food security while, at the same time, making the opportunities available for future generations. 

The declaration of 2015 as an International Year of Soils by the United Nations has made 

a significant contribution in that regard for the general public, academia and the private sector. 

It also provided a powerful impetus for countries to join efforts to protect soils. Russia was 

happy to be part of the Steering Committee under the Initiative. After the conclusion of the 

International Year it is important to pursue collaborative activities and maintain interest in that 

issue. 

Russia pays utmost attention to the state of fertile land. In the course of the recent decade 

we have rehabilitated over 300,000 hectares of land for agricultural use which is a fivefold 

increase compared to the initial target. 

We have been a consistent supporter of establishment and work of the Global Soil 

Partnership under the FAO which is now in the process of rapid development. In 2015, we 

allocated $1 million to support the activities under the Partnership and the International Year of 

Soils, as well as establishment of the World Soil Prize named after Russian soil scientist 

Konstantin Glinka. Another major achievement that Russia initiated was the preparation of 

Voluntary Guidelines for Sustainable Soil Management that were eventually endorsed by the 

FAO Council in December 2016 and complemented the World Soil Charter by further 

elaborating principles and practices for incorporation into policies and decision-making. 

The World Soil Day has become increasingly prominent in Russia itself. Moscow is 

hosting two roundtables today and tomorrow under the topics Care for the Planet Starts with 

Care for the Land and Science and Education for Cooperation on Soils and Food Security. 

Participants include representatives of international academia, civil society, FAO, World Bank 

and other organizations. 


